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' 1 Claim. (c1. 81-632) 

. This invention relates to a‘ tool for operating various 
types of devices such as vscrew ‘drivers, drills, socket 
wrenches, and‘ the like. ‘ ' 
A large number of ratchet mechanisms have been de 

vised from time to time for use in operating screw 
drivers and the like, but these have either involved a large 
number of delicate parts or have otherwise been unsatis 
factory” The problems of providing a satisfactory ratchet 
type of operator for a screw driver is very dit?cult be 
cause of the tendency of the ordinary screw driver to 
slip out of the slot in the screw and because of the need 
for applying a strong downward pressure while rotating 
the screw driver. It is an object of this invention to pro 
vide an improved combination screw driver and screw 
driver holder or operator which makes it easy to hold 
the screw driver in place in the eye of the screw during 
the screw driving operation. 

It is another object of this invention to provide an 
inexpensive, yet durable, tool which may be used for a 
large number of different uses and which operates in an 
improved manner.’ More particularly, it is an object of 
this invention to provide an improved type of ratchet 
drive which includes a simpli?ed means for selectively 
adjusting the ratchet for rotating a tool in either di 
rection of rotation or for rotating the tool in both di 
rections. - . 

" Another object of this invention is to provide an im 
proved pawl and pawl mounting arrangement. 
Another object of this invention is to provide an im 

proved relationship between a ratchet type of crank and 
thetool to be operated thereby; _ 
"Still another‘ object of this invention is to provide an 

improved form of chuck for use in supporting the tools. I 
I Other objects and advantages reside in the construction 

of parts‘, the combination thereof and the mode of oper 
ation, as ‘will,~ become more apparent from the following 
description. ' ' , ' ' 

I In the drawings: 
.Figure 1 is a side elevational view; I 
‘.Figure, 2 is an exploded perspective ‘view showing the 

construction and arrangement of the ratchet mechanism; 
" Figure 3 is a plan view of the ratchet mechanism with 

the'cover removed; ' ‘ . ‘ 

'Figure 4'is a plan view with parts broken away to show 
the ratchet in its neutral position; 

' Figure 5 is a fragmentary sectional view showing the 
chuck and ‘its relationship to a tool mounted in the chuck; 

~l Figure 6 is aside elevational view, with parts broken 
away, showing a drill unit mounted in the chuck; 
.Figure. 7 is a perspective view of an adapter for use 
mounting a socket wrench in the chuck shown in 

Figure 5 and 6. . 
Figure 8 is a perspective view of the lower end-piec 

of the screw driver; and > 
Figure 9 is a fragmentary elevational view showing the 

pawl supporting means. . 
" Referring now to. the drawings wherein I have shown 

acp‘réferred' embodiment of my invention, reference nu 
meral 10 generally designatesa ratchet lever having a 
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handle 12 rotatably mounted adjacent the one end there 
' of for use in imparting rotation to the main shank 14 
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through a ratchet drive in a manner to'be explained more - 
fully hereinafter. A chuck or socket 16 is secured to 
the lower end of the shank 14 and is adapted to inter 
changeably‘receive a variety ‘of types and sizes of tool 
members, such as screw drivers, drills, socket wrenches, 
Allan wrenches, and the like. i 
A specially designed pressure handle 20 is rotatably' 

supported adjacent the lower end of the shank 14 in such 
a manner that the operator of the tool may guide the 
tool . and simultaneously apply downward pressure by 
means of one hand while applying rotation to the handle 
12 by means of the other hand. By virtue of this con 
struction, there is little need‘for applying any downward 
pressure on the handle 12. Downward pressure on the 
handle 12 tends to throw the tool out of alignment with 
the work. The lower portion of the pressure handle is" 
provided with a relatively wide ?ange 22 which makes it 
possible to exert a downward pressure without danger of 
one's, hand slipping. The upper end of the handle does 
not have such a ?ange and is purposely so designed that 
irrespective of how large one’s hand is, one can get a 
?rm grip-onthe pressure handle. A sleeve 23, which is 
disposed between the handle 20 and the ratchet lever' 
10, holds the pressure handle against the upper end of‘ 
the chuck as shown. It should be noted that the handle 
20 is placed next to the chuck,v whereby it is possible." 
to accurately'guidethe tool held by the chuck. 

Generally speaking, no amount of downward pressure 
will keep a poorly designed screw driver from slipping 
out of place. The most common forms of screw drivers 
have a straight shank with a ?xed handle arranged di 
rectly in alignment with the shank, so as to enable the 
user to align the screw engaging portion with the eye of 
the screw. Even with these conventional screw driver's,‘ 
it is dit?cult to keep the axis of the screw driver properly 
lined up with the axis of the screw. In the screw driver 
construction shown in the drawings, the screw engag 
ing portion 24 is pivotally mounted, on a holder 26 by 
means of a_ pin 28 arranged as shown. A slight amount 
of clearance is provided between ‘the upper end of the 
screw engaging portion 24 and the holder 26, so as to‘ 
permit limited‘oscillation of the portion 24 relative to 
the holder 26." Furthermore, the lower end of the screw‘ 
engaging portion 24 is slightly curved as shown at 30. 
By virtue of this curved arrangement, a slight misalign- 
ment of the- screw driver relative to the axis of the screw 
does not have as much tendency to disengage the screw 
driver from the slot in the screw. ‘ 

> As indicated in the drawings, the lower end of the screw 
driver has been ground, so ‘as to form a somewhat 
wedge-shaped screw engaging‘member which further‘ 
tends to prevent the screw driver from slipping out of ‘ 
the slot in the‘screw head. ' By virtue of this latter con 
struction, operation of the screw driver tends to pull the 

' screw driver downwardly in the slot rather than upward 
ly as in the conventional screw driver designs. Thus, a 
.screw ‘driver of the type disclosed herein is especially 
well suited for use in a crank type of screw driver where 
in the tendency for misalignment between’ the shank of 

\ the screw driver and the axis of the screw is somewhat 
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greater than with ordinary straight screw drivers. 
The device shown herein is also ideally suited for use 

with other types of tools, such as the drill 37 of Figure 6 
and the Allan wrench 390i Figure 7. Each of the tools 
is supported by ,means of a suitable holder similar in 
shape at its upper end to the tool 26 shown in Figures 1 
and 5. .In the case of drills, these may be conventional 
drills held in place by a set screw 41 in a drill holder such 

. as the holder.43_ of Figure 6. 
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In order to facilitate the interchange of. the tool ele 
ments supported in the chuck,,the chuck consists of a main 
body member 40 which is keyed to the shank 14 by a key 
45,,so. as-to. rotate. in unison. with thewshanlt. 14; at all: times; 
Aelatching doggortrigger 42 is pivotallytsupportediwithin" 
the. slot’ 44%provided.,in~.the; body membe1t40; As shown: 
in, the drawings,, the.- body member: 40\ is cut- away; as - in 
dicated at 46;.so\as;to'pr0videaz suitable mounting flange‘ 
for the: pin; 48 on- which the trigger 42 is; pivotally: sup. 
ported. The trigger 42§is.provided~ with: a sean-5,0~which 
is adapted to engage the shoulden 52- formed on. each 
ofv the tools to be usediinthe: chucle. The shoulder‘ 52' is 
formed by: cutting: a circumferentially extending; groove 
in the: shank. of. each; of" the tools, as shown‘. The: upper 
end‘ oft each: tool‘ is; provided-with a: semicircular; lug or 
projection 54. which. is: complementary to a. similar. semi 
circular; lug; or. projection. 56; formed integrally with. the 
lower endofrthe mainshank 14; 
The . trigger. ' 42 is. at? all» times .biased- into,‘ latchingz posia 

tionby-the spring 60,-.and in order to. remove atool from ‘ 
the chuck, it isnecessary» to press. on the projecting, end‘ 
o?, thetrigger so as to. disengage thesear from .thelshoulder 
52. In order. to support, the spring 60 within the» bodyv 
member,- 40, a- hole; 62- isv drilledv into the’ body member 
40,,aszbest" shown in Figure 6. The diameter of the hole 
62 is-slightly greater than thewidth of the slot 44,,so that 
avwasher. 6.4v placed in the. bottom of. the . hole: 62- serves 
to,v support, the inner; end of the spring,- By virtue of this, 
arrangement, thepivot.v pin 48 not only-holds.the trigger 
42, iniassembled relationship: but also serves to hold‘v the. 
spring 60 and thewasher- 64. in assembled relationship. 
The projecting; end 61. on the trigger 42. strikes. against 
the- end-surface 63' of the: slot.- 44 and. limits the inward 
movement of the sear portion. 50'of the.’ trigger. 

Referringnow- to-the ratchet mechanism‘ which. is' used ‘ 
for transmitting power from the: handle 12ito-the shank 
14, reference numerals70 and 72 designate the-upper 
and lower housing members. respectively. of the ratchet 
assembly. Each of these housing members consists of an 
inexpensive sheet metal stamping which may beheld in 
assembled-relationship by, any suitable means, such ‘as-the 
screws-.74 and the-bolt 76.which supports the handle 12. 
The upper end. of the.shank “has secured thereto-a 
ratchet. member 78 which isdisposed between the'housing; 
members 70 and>.72, as shown. Asingle ratchet: engage 
ing pawl. 80- is slidably mounted between. the.v housing 
member-s70 and; 72 and is: adaptedtohavezits;inner- end.» 
arranged to. engage the teeth onthe. ratchet member. 78. 
The inner endof. thepawl 80 has its one side-bevelled, as. 
indicated. at;_82, so that- in. a; ?rst setting; of: thepawl, it‘ 
will be shoved out of engagement with the- ratchet teeth’. 
as; the: pawl: is. rotated. in- the; one: direction. but will. posi 
tively engage the ratchet teeth if. rotatedLimthe:opposite 
direction. By rotatingthe pawlthrough 180?’ into’ a 
secondposition, one automatically, changes therdireetion 
in: which thepawh is etfcctiverto operate. Unlike ordi 
naryypawlsthc pawl'80:can,be set in. a neutral; position 
which is: midway between'the ?rst and. second positions; 
just mentioned and-in this neutral positionzit: will transmit; 
power. to therteeth of the ratchet inboth- directions; of.r,o-v 
tation of‘ the pawl. This is_made possiblehythe-fact that 
the. bevelled portion82gfacesvup rather than towards the 
teeth. of the ratchet when the-pawl isinrthe-ineutral POSl': 
(i011. In‘ this neutral position. the;straightqsideso?the pawl - 
engage» the teeth, as shown in.Figure.4. of. thedrawings. 
The pawl . 8.0 i is . biased into. engagement .with .. the-.ratchet . 

member by nreans.of-.a.spri11g.84 whichhas its. one end“ 
abuttingagainst. the ?xed spring. support 86‘ riveted or 
otherwise secured to the housing member 72, as shown. 
The outer or free end of the pawl‘ is provide'd'with a re 
cess ss-rar receiving, the one end of‘the spring 84.1 In 
order; to facilitate free’ relative rotation between‘ thev spring ' 
and the pawl; a‘ ball-bearing ei‘ementSNI-has been'provided, 
as‘ shown, at the inner end'of'the recess 88‘.v 

In order to set the pawl so as to operate the-ratchet‘ 
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in the desired direction, the pawl 80 is provided with 
a ?nger engaging wheel or knurled disc 92 which is 
adapted to project through the slot 94 in the housing mem 
ber 70. A lug 96 is formed on the disc and is adapted to 
cooperate with the housing member 70, so as to hold the 
pawl in any one of the three desired positions. The one 
wall of the slot 94 is provided with a notch 98 for hold 
ing the pawl in the neutral position. The lug. 96 rests 
against the inner side of the housing in the other two 
positions of the pawl. 
The pawl 89 is rotatably supportedbetween a. pair of 

complementary ?oating bearing elements 100' and‘ 102, as 
shown. These bearing elements areformed from sheet 
metal stampings which are held in place against sidewise 
or endwise movement within the slots 104 formed in the 
housingmembers 70 and. 72. Projecti0ns105 formedton 
the elements 100‘and. 102. limit the outwardimovementof 
the bearing elements in the slots 104; 
As best illustrated in Figuresv 2 and‘ 9,,the arms of' the 

bearing elements 100 and 102 are. provided with inter‘ 
lockingprojections 110 and.112 which serve to, hold the 
bearingelementsv in proper alignment with, one. another. 
It will be observed that one arm of each of the stampings' 
is provided with asubstantially, U-shaped bearingslot 114. 
and that the complementary arm isprovided with. a flat‘ 
bearing surface 116. By virtue of this construction, it is 
obvious that a limitedv amount of' misalignmentbetween 
the. opposed bearing elements willnot cause the pawl to. 
bind; Thus, slight variations in the. dimensions of the 
parts. will not. cause the. pawl to bind.. 

In order to limit the rotation of the pawl 80,.theone: 
bearing element 102 has secured. thereto- (-such. as. by“ 
spot welding) a U-shaped stamping element 106 which 
hasits upper edges arranged to limit the rotational. move 
ment of the dog 108'which is struck .up from the pawl 80,. 
as shown. 

Although the preferred embodimentof the device, has‘ 
been described; it will be- understood that within the. 
purviewv of this invention'various changes may be made‘ 
in the form, details, proportion and arrangement of' 
parts, the combination thereof and mode of operation, 
which generally. stated consist in-a device capable of'carry 
ing out the objects set forth,.as. disclosed. and de?ned‘ in. 
the. appended claims. 

Having. thus described my invention,_ I? claim: 
In an operator for toolscomprisinga shank,.a.cliuclt. 

supported by the shank, a handle includingtwo comple 
mentary. hollow half. sections each. having upstanding, 
marginal. ?anged edges de?ning, a-v chamber within.r the 
handle, a ratchet Wheel secured tothe shanlcand; rotat 
ably'journalled inone. end of the. handle, the-chuck be 
ing adapted for interchangeable engagement withv tool's,. 
the shank being attached to the ratchet wheel at'the center‘ 
portion thereof and concentric therewith, the ratchet 
wheel beingprovided with straight-sided teeth, a pawl 
for engaging saidteethslidably and rotatably. supported 
withinthe hollow handle andv normal to the longitudinal" 
axis of'the shank, a plurality of ?oatingbearingv elements. 
carried by the handle and supporting the pawl, a spring 
biasing said pawl into engagement with the ratchetwheeh, 
one end of the pawlbeing provided witha circular recess’ 
formed therein, a ball bearing partiallydisposed'within 
the'circul'ar recess and engaged‘ by one‘end‘ of‘the'spring, 
the-other'end of the spring engaging‘one of‘tlie‘ hollow 
half sections; the pawl having OIIB’SidEthCI'COf'bCl/Cllhd’ 
to, slidably engage the teeth, the‘ pawl also having a. 
straight. side, and a'lknurled‘v knob attached torvthetpawl'.v 
for adjusting the pawl. 
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